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a genuine possibility because God could have guaranteed by his eternal decree that all persons
would be saved.1749
On the other hand, the view on agency adopted by Mormonism disallows the compatabilist option a
priori.
E-89

In the case of the exercise of this power by the righteous, Madsen clarifies that this is not “a dominating,
exploiting, enslaving power. ‘Power over’ means more advanced, more Christ-like.”1750 However,
it seems that the fate of the never-embodied Satan and the resurrected Cain, for example, is to be
eternally locked together in the utterly destructive embrace of unrighteous dominion.1751

E-90

The means by which Adam and Eve, in their fallen state, could have received an immortal body and
“lived forever” prior to the resurrection of Jesus Christ, the “firstfruits of them that slept,”1752 is not
explained in scripture.

E-91

This period of probation also extends for a time in the spirit world where repentance is also possible,1753
possibly with more difficulty.1754

E-92

According to the teachings of the Kurdish Yazidi religion, it was the Peacock Angel (Melek Taus) who,
as leader of the archangels, righteously refused to bow to Adam. This is understood as a test where
he was forced to determine whether he would submit to anyone besides God. Having passed the test,
he received God’s commendation. Due to their favorable view of the main character of this story,
the Yazidi are sometimes accused of being Devil worshippers, a claim which the Yazidi themselves
vehemently deny.1755

E-93

Additional confusion about the roles of Michael, Jehovah, and Christ is described by Seaich:

E-94

An Islamic legend likewise records that Adam “shall call every man by name in the day of the
resurrection, and pronounce his sentence according as the balance of justice shall decide.”1759

E-95

Barker concludes that transformations of an “animal” to a “man” in this story represent the acquiring
of “angelic” status: “Noah [was] transformed from a bull into a ‘man’ after an archangel had taught
him a mystery,1760 and… Moses [was] transformed from a sheep into a man after he had been with
the Lord on Sinai.”1761 On the other hand, “the traditional interpretation of 1 Enoch 8:11762—that the
fallen angels taught ‘the changing of the world’—is that they taught how to change men into animals,
that is, angels into mortals.”1763
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Late Judaism and “orthodox” Christianity both assumed Michael to be the leader of the Host of
Heaven. N. Schmidt, however, correctly recognized that monotheistic Judaism had split the lone
Yahweh into two halves, the higher remaining “God” (to replace El), and the lower becoming
“Michael,” the new leader of Yahweh’s Host.1756 That this late, intertestamental “Michael” was
originally Yahweh, is further shown by the fact that the Church still frequently confused Michael
with Christ.1757 [John J.] Collins thus concludes that while the “Son of man” was thought by Jews
to have been Michael, we are actually dealing with “an example of angelic Christology,” wherein
“the role allotted to Michael… in Jewish texts is… allotted to Christ” by the Church.1758

